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Hiral P Savaria
Tech Lead

AVAILABILITY

NOVEMBER

EXPERIENCE

10+ Years

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
10+ years of experience in analysis, design, development of various 

Microsoft applications which includes ASP.Net, C#, MVC, WebAPI, LINQ, 
EntityFramework, Angular, Elastic Search, MS-SQL Server, CICD devOps
integration and JavaScript

 Worked on projects in waterfall and agile methodology.

 Rich experience in Banking, Healthcare and Financial domain

 Experience in estimating of resources and participants needed to achieve project 

goals

 Experience in successfully identifying and managing project dependencies and 

critical path

 Extensive experience with analysis, design, development, customizations and 

implementation of software applications

 Proficient in analyzing and translating business requirements to technical 

requirements and architecture

 Strong database skills, Object Oriented Programming and development 

knowledge

 Experience in working with multiple vendors and geographically distributed 

teams

 Communicate to client and gather all functional requirement

 Convert functional requirement to technical implementation and assign to team

 Strong database skills, Object Oriented Programming and development 

knowledge

 Have been working for CICD continues integration from local to dev

environment and from dev to QA environment

 Handled live database / application related issues, technical queries and 

complaints in a 24 x 7 environment.

 Experience design (HTML5) as well as develop in MVC4 using Single Page 

Architecture with KnockoutJS and KendoUI MVVM structure.

 Designed the architecture of the project.

 Effective in working independently and collaboratively in teams.

 Helping the team to resolve technical issues for solving any problem.

 Working closely with client to understand the requirement and creating and 

managing the MPP for the project till the end of the project.

 Team meeting and review of the work done by team members.

 Responsible for the Deliverable to the client with quality and time, managing 

team and mentoring new hires for their grooming.

Hiral is fun loving person and does not like to sit idle, so she utilize her free time by
sketching, painting, art & Craft. She also enjoys dancing as it is her stressbuster. In her
ME time, she spends time in conversations with her mom about old and good
memories and playing games with mom and sister. She wishes to take her mom and
sister on the World tour. She is also a good leader as she invests in sharing
knowledge, guiding & mentoring her team members.
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S KI LLS  &  DEV  T OOLS

Asp. Net C# 2.0/3.5/4.0/4.8, Ado.Net, AJAX, Web services   
Java Script, Jquery, WCF, LINQ, MVC, MVVM, MVP, Knockout, KENDOUI, 
AngularJS, WebApi 2.0
REST API, JSON and XML parsing, Third party SDK, Design Pattern
MS SQL Server 2010, 2012
TFS, SVN for version control

TECHNICAL SKILLS

EDUCATION

 Msc(IT) K.S.School of business management, Gujarat university, 68.9% (Aggregate) (2010).

 Bsc(IT) K.S.School of business management, Gujarat university, 66.9% (Aggregate) (2008).

 H.S.C Kameshwar vidhyalay Gujarat, 71.74% (2005).

 S.S.C Kameshwar vidhyalay Gujarat, 81.42% (2003).


